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Let's Take a Step Back:

1) Where are you going?  
2) Are you surviving or thriving?

3) Where do you want to go?
 

Understanding the business level you want to achieve and what
it takes to get there.



You're Not Alone

Let’s be real for a second – feeling stuck sucks!
 

Whether it’s being stuck in your business or in your personal life, it’s never a
pleasant experience. And when you start comparing yourself to all of the other

entrepreneurs around you who seem to “have it all together”, you start feeling like
everyone is moving forwards and you’re still stuck in the same place. Yup, it sucks.



Are you stuck?

Being humble enough as to what are we able or willing to do.



A bull market is a market that is on the rise and where the economy is sound; while a bear
market exists in an economy that is receding, where most stocks are declining in value.

Are going thru a bull run or are you on a bear trend?



UNDERSTAND WHY YOU’RE STUCK IN THE FIRST PLACE.

FIGURE OUT YOUR PRIORITIES

DECLUTTER

MAKE TIME FOR YOUR BUSINESS

KEEP ON MOVING FORWARD

Onto the Facts: personal recipe



You can’t really get unstuck if you don’t know how you got there in the first place. 

Step One: Take a piece of paper and a pen to figure out what anchor(s) is holding you down
Step Two: Exactly is that challenge? Why is it preventing you from moving forward? 
Step Three: List all the possible solutions, even if they seem crazy right now, list it out.
Step Four: Reach out to someone, often we are too close to our own work OR we don't
know what we do not know.
Step Five: Create an action plan and note it in your business plan.

UNDERSTAND WHY YOU'RE STUCK IN THE FIRST PLACE.



Business Plan

Your business plan is the establishment of your commerce. It’s a guide for how to structure,
run, and develop your trade/skills. You’ll utilize it to persuade individuals that working

with you — or contributing in your company — could be a savvy choice.



Personal Goals - Business Goals (service/product) 

Your business plan is the establishment of your commerce. It’s a guide for how to structure,
run, and develop your trade/skills. You’ll utilize it to persuade individuals that working

with you — or contributing in your company — could be a savvy choice.



Business Funds

Your business plan will assist you figure out how much cash you’ll got to start your commerce. On the
off chance that you don’t have that sum on hand, you’ll ought to either raise or borrow the capital.

Luckily, there are more ways than ever to discover the capital you would like.



What are your money making activities.

Focus on untangling one thing at a time and commit to finishing it before moving on to the
next.

As an entrepreneur, you probably have a never-ending to do list. But when things get messy and out
of balance, it’s more important than ever to be very clear on your priorities.

FIGURE OUT YOUR PRIORITIES



“less is more”

And it couldn’t be truer when it comes to your business. 

Make space in your biz (even if it’s virtual) so that you can fill it up with things that truly matter
and will help you progress further.

DECLUTTER



When you have your priorities clearly laid out and you made “room” in your business,
now you can start lifting your anchors! 

But wait… how are you supposed to find time to do that and run your business,
family, life? Well… you make time for it!

Make it a habit to book your calendar for tasks and activities related to your business. 

MAKE TIME FOR YOUR BUSINESS



1. Use Goal-Setting to Push Boundaries
2. Put the Focus on Customer Service - money making activities
3. Commit to Continuous Learning
4. Learn How to Delegate 
5. Increase Your Productivity (systems)
6. Stay Current With Technology
7. Change up Your Marketing Activities

Ways to Take Your Business to the Next Level
 



If you dig deeper into the psychology of “getting stuck in your business”, you’ll find
that the most common factor for this is… fear. Fear of failure, fear of success, fear of
challenges, fear of the new, fear of letting someone (or yourself) down… you name it!

But in reality, we’re just buying ourselves time because we’re afraid of the next step.

KEEP ON MOVING FORWARD
 



Forget everything and run.

OR

Face everything and rise. 



Intention
When you have a clear intention for your business, it creates a condition of absolute clarity. 

 
Reflection / Celebrate

Taking the time to recognize your achievements allows you the chance to pinpoint exactly what
worked so that you can repeat it in the future. Taking pride in your accomplishments by celebrating
them—even the small ones—can also boost your self-confidence and motivate you to achieve more.

 
Gratitude 

In positive psychology research, gratitude is strongly and consistently associated with greater
happiness. Gratitude helps people feel more positive emotions, relish good experiences, improve their

health, deal with adversity, and build strong relationships.
 

Other Factors to Consider



And the Most Important Thing...
 

Take comfort knowing its part of the process.
Turn surviving into thriving!
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